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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IBASE and Intuiface Partner to Provide Interactive Wall Solution
Taipei, Taiwan, January 16, 2019 - IBASE Technology Inc. (TPEx: 8050), a world-leading
manufacturer of embedded system and digital signage players, and Intuiface - a no-coding
platform for creating, deploying, and analyzing interactive digital experiences for physical
spaces – announce their partnership to provide an Intuiface-validated digital signage player
for interactive wall applications.
"The Intuiface platform has impressed us with its ease of use for creating interactive digital
signage solutions,” said Archer Chen, Director of the digital signage product line at IBASE.
“Our system integrators will appreciate the fact that without coding, any interactivity-focused
project could be built using the Intuiface platform."
“Building a stable interactive digital signage wall – supporting touch, RFID/NFC, sensors,
and more - especially at native resolution, could become quite a nightmare even for the most
advanced technical people,” said Raphael Languebien, Intuiface’s Business Development
Director for Asia. “We are glad to introduce to our customers around the world the choice of
IBASE products starting with the SI-614 digital signage player.”
The SI-614 is based on 7th Gen Intel® Core™ desktop processors and supports NVIDIA
MXM GeForce GTX 10 Series graphics cards that feature amazing speed, power efficiency
and 3X the performance of previous-generation graphics cards. It is designed for digital
signage applications within the hospitality, retail and education sectors, empowering these
establishments to connect and communicate with their guests, customers and audiences,
reliably delivering high-quality live or interactive video and digital signage content.
About IBASE Technology
IBASE Technology Inc. is a reputable manufacturer and supplier of industrial motherboards,
embedded systems, panel PCs, digital signage players, and network appliances in the
Industrial PC and fast-growing IIoT market. Since it was established in 2000, IBASE has
been committed to the production of high-quality products, and to the rendering of excellent
services. The company is publicly listed in the Taipei Exchange (TPEx: 8050) and is now a
leading global provider of innovative industrial and embedded computing products. IBASE
has a full range of digital signage system products catering across vertical markets including
retail, fast food, hospitality, education and financial. Depending on their requirements,
customers can choose the models based on performance, number of displays, resolution
and ventilation designs. IBASE digital signage players feature advanced remote
management that easily refreshes content and increases uptime while lowering costs. For
more information, please visit www.ibase.com.tw.
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About Intuiface
Intuiface is the world’s premier platform for creating, deploying, and analyzing deeply
interactive digital experiences for physical spaces. Over 1600 companies across 70+
countries are connecting people to place using interactive options such as touch, RFID/NFC,
beacons, Web APIs, Internet of Things, and much more. For any industry – including retail,
hospitality, real estate, tourism, education – and for any intent – from digital signs to selfservice kiosks and assisted selling. For more information, see www.intuiface.com.
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